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loss in an upper quadrant (complete quadrantanopsia), the
patient is not allowed to drive anymore. Visual field defects
contribute a great deal in the reduction of the quality of life in
these patients [19]. Since there exists a large inter-subject
variability in the anterior extent of the OR, assessing the risk
of a VFD is complicated and therefore localizing and
visualizing the optic radiation is useful [8,24].
On conventional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), the
optic radiation can hardly be distinguished from surrounding
white matter, therefore Diffusion Weighted MRI (DW MRI)
tractography can be used. Several studies have been done that
use Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) to reconstruct the fibers
of the OR [21,22,23,24,29,31]. However, difficulties in
tractography arise because of the local strong curvature of the
optic radiation, and other fiber bundles in its proximity [13].
It is well known that the visual system is retinotopically
organized, i.e. neurons originating from different areas of the
retina have their specific positions within the visual pathway.
The central field and upper and lower quadrant of the
peripheral field are represented in three bundles in the OR
accordingly (central, posterior and anterior bundle or Meyer’s
loop respectively, see figure 1.b). Localization of these three
bundles within the optic radiation could be useful in assessing
whether both the Meyer’s loop and the central bundle would
be disrupted leading to a complete upper quadrantanopsia
[13,21,30].

Abstract - In case of refractory localized temporal lobe
epilepsy the anterior part of the temporal lobe and parts of the
mesial structures can be removed with epilepsy surgery. After
anterior temporal lobe resection approximately 60 to 80% of the
patients become seizure free. However, a visual field deficit in the
upper quadrant of the visual field is a complication that arises
due to disruption of the most anterior part of the optic radiation
(Meyer’s loop) in up to 100% of the cases. In case of a severe
visual field deficit, patients are not allowed to drive anymore
after surgery. In this study we tackle the difficult task of mapping
the highly curved fibers of Meyer’s loop to assist the
neurosurgical planning. Tractography seeding is done by fMRI
for the calcarine sulcus, and manual outlining of the lateral
geniculate nucleus. The fibers of the central, upper and lower
visual areas could be discriminated on their specific lengths and
curvatures.
Index Terms: Tractography, epilepsy, Diffusion Tensor
Imaging, visual tract, blindness.

I. INTRODUCTION
Epilepsy is a common neurological disorder that is
characterized by seizures that are clinical events, mostly
defined by their signs and symptoms. The frequency of
epileptic seizures can vary from multiple seizures a day to less
than once a year [16]. Temporal Lobe Epilepsy (TLE) is
characterized by seizures originating in or primarily involving
temporal lobe structures such as the hippocampus, amygdala,
and parahippocampal gyrus. Epilepsy surgery is considered
when patients still have seizures that influence their life
intensely despite medication, and when the epilepsy is
localized. In standard Anterior Temporal Lobe Resection
(ATLR) 4.0 to 6.5 cm of the anterior temporal lobe and
portions of the medial structures are resected, after which
approximately 60 to 80% of the patients become seizure free
[9]. The Netherlands is one of the few countries where
standard resections are still performed, while in a tailored
approach intraoperative monitoring can guide the extent of
resection [15].
A Visual Field Deficit (VFD) in the upper quadrant of the
visual field is a common complication that arises in up to
100% of the cases [11,13]. Part of the Optic Radiation (OR)
that connects the Lateral Geniculate Nucleus (LGN) to the
primary visual cortex (or V1) is disrupted since it is located in
the resection area (figure 1a). In the case of complete visual
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Fig. 1. a) The course of the OR, with the anterior part (Meyer’s loop)
extending in the temporal lobe, and thus often located in the resection area.
b) Retinotopic organization of the visual system. (Figures adapted from [30])

II. METHODS
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Two methods were developed to separate the three bundles of
the optic radiation.

lobe. This bundle would thus have the largest length and the
most curvature. The central bundle starts laterally oriented,
crosses the roof of the inferior horn and then runs to the pole
of the occipital lobe. This bundle would thus have a smaller
length and less curvature near the LGN. The posterior or upper
bundle directly radiates posteriorly to the upper lip of the
calcarine fissure. Curvature in each point can be calculated
from the Frenet-Serret formulas analytically after cubic spline
interpolation.

Method 1: The first one is based on the selective stimulation
of the visual areas corresponding to the three bundles. For five
healthy volunteers aged 21-26 an experiment was done to
selectively stimulate the central field and upper and lower
peripheral field. The stimuli presented were a full-field (FF),
half-field (HF), upper quadrant (UQ) and lower-quadrant (LQ)
as can be seen in figure 2. Experiments with different check
sizes were done for different eccentricities based on the
knowledge from literature on visual evoked potential (VEP)
measured with electrodes on the scalp [3,17] and VEP
combined with fMRI [4,26]. Dagnelie (1986) reports that the
optimal element size of the square checkerboard pattern
increases as the stimulus area moves outward, this corresponds
to the linear increase of retinal receptive field size. For
stimulation of the most central region, stimuli of 0-1° (6’), 02° (6’ and 8’), 1-4° (16’) and 0-4° (8’ and 12’) were used. To
stimulate more peripheral, stimuli of 4-8° (15’, 16’, 20’ and
28’) were used. The Regions Of Interest (ROIs) were
manually drawn based on the activity maps by placing a
sphere with radius 6 mm at the center of the activity. The LGN
was manually located on the T1 image and a sphere of 4 mm
radius was placed as seed point. Fibers were tracked using the
probabilistic ConTrack fiber tracking algorithm [20].

III. RESULTS
Method 1: Optimal activity was found for 0-2° 6’, 0-4° 8’ and
4-8° 15’ or 16’. No activity was found for 0-1° at all. Figure 3
shows the activity maps projected on the inflated and flattened
cortex for control 1. For subject 5 it was not possible to draw a
seed region for the central bundle. The visus of the subjects
was assumed to be good and therefore not tested, this could be
an explanation. Figure 4a shows the OR as it could be
constructed from manually drawing a seed region in V1 and
the three bundles that result from fiber tracking using the ROIs
drawn based on the activity maps for control 1. The table
indicates how many highest scoring fibers remained for each
bundle, and how many fibers still had to be manually removed
since they were clearly no part of the OR. Figure b) represents
the result on coronal slices at approximately the same
locations as in the study of Ebeling and Reulen (1988) [8]. For
this subject, the anterior and central bundle could successfully
be reconstructed, the posterior bundle has some overlap with
the central bundle.

Fig. 2: Square checkerboard stimuli used in pattern onset experiments. 0-4°
denotes the eccentricity angle, and 12’ denotes the check size in arc minutes.
The size of the red fixation point is 10’.

Method 2: An attempt is made to quantitatively separate the
three bundles using an internal energy measure that takes into
account the length and the curvature of the fibers. The internal
energy of a curve is an energy measure that is defined by
properties of the curve itself, not by any additional data. When
keeping the purpose in mind (separation of three bundles) and
looking at the anatomy of the OR known from literature [8],
one could intuitively propose the following energy measure:

I (γ ) =

Lγ

∫

κ 2 ( s) + β 2 ds

0

Where I(γ) is the energy measure for pathway γ. Parameters s,
Lγ > 0 and κ(s) are respectively spatial arc length, total length
and curvature of the curve. β is a parameter that can be tuned
to punish or favor length. See also [3,5,6,7] for further
reference. The anterior bundle first travels in the antero-lateral
direction from the LGN and forms the Meyer’s loop around
the tip of the inferior horn, it then runs back and terminates
around the lower lip of the calcarine sulcus in the occipital

Fig. 3: Results for selective stimulation with new checkerboard stimuli
(subject 1) FDR< 0.001, the blue circles indicate where the ROIs were drawn.

For the remaining four control subjects, the results are
summarized in figure 6. The top row shows the OR as it could
be reconstructed by manually drawing the seed region in V1
and the LGN. Below the result of the reconstruction of the
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three bundles is shown. For subject 2 and 4, the three bundles
of the OR could be reconstructed. For subject 3 the posterior
and central bundle could be separated, and in subject 5 the
central bundle was not reconstructed since no seed point could
be defined. For the anterior bundle of subject 2, a large
amount of fibers not belonging to the OR had to be removed.

Fig. 6: Result of fiber tracking using three seedpoints based on the activity
maps (subject 2-5).

Method 2: The result of calculating curvature per point can be
seen in figure 7a. One can notice that curvature is calculated
on a very fine scale, therefore a larger scale was used by down
sampling the points along a fiber. Figure 7b shows that
sampling up to every 12th point (Δt = 12) still gives plausible
results. Because the difference in the three bundles occurs in
the more anterior region of the OR, and the fibers fan out near
to the calcarine sulcus, only the anterior half of the OR was
used to calculate the internal energy. When the whole bundle
was taken into account, no separation into three bundles could
be obtained for this dataset. The histograms of the energy
measure show three clusters for β = 0.1 or β = 0.01 and Δt =
12, and gives a visually plausible separation into three
bundles, as can be seen in figure 8a for β = 0.1 and Δt =12.The
third cluster shows a wide range of energies. Figure 8b
represents the result on coronal slices at approximately the
same locations as in the study of Ebeling and Reulen (1988)
[8]. The bundles do not seem to terminate clearly in the upper,
central or lower region of the calcarine sulcus as would be
expected from retinotopy.
Fig. 4: Result of fiber tracking using three seed points based on the activity
maps (subject 1), the anterior and central bundle could successfully be
reconstructed, the posterior bundle has overlap with the central bundle.

Fig. 5: Coronal slices with the position of the three bundles as in Ebeling and
Reulen (1988) [7].

Fig. 7: a) Calculating curvature per point. b) Down sampling with Δt=12 still
yields plausible results.
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6 mm was simply too large and not selective enough.
However, additional experiments using a seed point with
radius 4 mm did not improve the result. Additionally, fMRI as
it is used in this project might not be accurate enough to locate
these responses, which has resulted in a wrong placement of
the seed points.
The linear relationship of the check sizes and eccentricity
was chosen based on previous knowledge, tuning in some
experiments, and in analogy with Di Russo (2002) [4]. It is
known that V1 constitutes spatial frequency (SF) selectivity,
and thus has maximal fMRI responses at particular spatial
locations in V1 as in Henriksson (2008) [9]. The stimuli used
in the article are substantially different from the stimuli used
in this project, and the SF tuning curves are given in cycles/°.
It is hard to compare whether the spatial frequencies used in
this project (i.e. the check sizes) correspond to maxima in the
SF tuning curves generated in these articles. Tuning curves for
these square checkerboard stimuli can be found in Dagnelie
(1968) [3] for visual evoked potentials (VEPs) in monkey and
in Ossenblok (1994) [17] for humans. Further research has to
be done to fully optimize the check sizes at different
eccentricities for fMRI, especially for eccentricities larger than
8° which were not used in this research.
Additionally, an internal energy approach was used to
separate the three bundles. Each bundle was assigned
an ”energy” that depends on the total length of the fiber and
the curvature along the fiber. In this way, a separation was
expected of the Meyer’s loop that is the longest and has the
strongest curvature, the central bundle that is shorter and has
less curvature, and the posterior bundle that runs straight back
to the occipital pole. This method was tested for six ”normal”
optic radiations (one healthy control, and in patients prior to
surgery or in the healthy hemisphere after surgery).
In all cases, the histograms of the energy showed three
clusters when using β = 0.1 and a down sampling of Δt = 10 or
12. In five cases, this indeed resulted in a plausible separation
of the three bundles. In two of these cases (one control and
one preoperative patient), the retinotopic mapping on coronal
slices was compared with the study of Ebeling and Reulen
(1988) [8], which indicates that the bundles found could
indeed correspond to the bundles of the OR. In none of the
cases the bundles seemed to terminate in the lower or upper
lip, or in the calcarine sulcus as would be expected from
retinotopy.
This supports the thought of previous section that fiber
tracking is not ”sensitive” enough, since it seems that the
tracking deviates into other bundles. Another explanation
could be the mismatch of approximately 5 mm between the
location of the neuronal and hemodynamic response. In future
work this should be repeated for more ”normal” optic
radiations, to see whether fibers of the three bundles have
typical internal energies. This could be compared with the
results of bundle separation upon selective visual stimulation.
However, differences in sizes of the brain and the OR between
subjects have to be taken into account.

Fig. 8: a) Bundle separation using sample rate Δt =12 and β =0.1 and using
thresholds t1=2.5 and t2=7.5.

IV. DISCUSSION
Stimuli were used to selectively stimulate the central field
and upper- versus lower quadrant of the visual field. The
check sizes increased approximately linearly when moving to
periphery, corresponding to the linear increase of receptive
field size in the retina. In all five subjects, BOLD activity was
recognized in the lower and upper lip of the calcarine sulcus
when stimulating with an upper- and lower quadrant
peripheral stimulus respectively. In four out of five subjects
activity was found on the occiput when stimulating with
eccentricity 0-4°, and only for two subjects activity on the
occiput could be located when using 0-2°.
One could wonder whether the spatial resolution of fMRI
is sufficient to map these responses within V1.The width of
the point spread function in V1 is approximately 3.5-3.9 mm
at 3T [18], and the voxel size was 4 mm. The cortical
magnification is large at the macula, and the value of 9.9
mm/° [11] implies that the cortical area corresponding to the
central stimulus is large enough compared to the spatial
resolution of fMRI. However, difficulties measuring foveal
activity with fMRI are well known [27], since fixation
instability and the presence of the fixation marker interferes
with measurements, and in many subjects there are large veins
near these regions that introduce instrumental artifacts.
Furthermore, the visus of the subjects was not tested. When
stimulating peripheral with an upper quadrant stimulus, the
activity indeed ’moves’ anteriorly into the calcarine sulcus, as
could be expected from retinotopy. It would be interesting to
measure the distance of the activity to the occiput, and
compare to what is reported in literature for this particular
eccentricity. In contrast, the activity that results from the lower
quadrant stimulus does not seem to move into the calcarine
sulcus, but instead remains close to the occiput. No clear
explanation was found for this observation.
In three out of five subjects, the bundles tracked from the
selective seed regions did indeed seem to represent the
posterior, central and anterior bundle when comparing the
retinotopic organization on coronal slices with the study of
Ebeling and Reulen (1988) [8]. In four out of five subjects, the
posterior and central bundle could successfully be
distinguished. The overall problem seems to be that the
reconstruction of the anterior bundle overlaps the other
bundles. This could be explained by the fact that the fiber
tracking algorithm is not ”sensitive” enough, and that the fiber
propagation of the anterior bundle deviates into another
bundle. Another explanation could be that the sphere of radius
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